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Welcome to Hearst Air and thank you for taking the time to see
what we are all about. Altough we’ve faced some challenging
years, we find ourselves surrounded by loyal customers, great
guests and new faces looking to explore the north. More than
ever, we see an apprecaition for our big backyard that we love
to share with everyone.
We continue to offer outdoor adventures as we have for the
past 45 years +. If you can think of an adventure in the truly
remote parts of Ontario you would like to take, please call
us. We would love to help you to the best the north has to
offer.
Choose from many great destinations
~ 7 remote fly-in outpost camps
~ Custom river trips
~ Paddling adventures
~ Wildlife viewing
~ Full Package fly-in Moose Hunting trips
~ Fly-in remote drop camps for do-it-yourself hunts
~ Trophy brook trout on the famous Sutton River
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Hearst Air Service offers a wide variety of fishing
opportunities that will satisfy a beginner angler to a

seasoned pro. Remote areas accessible only by fly-in access
guarantees you’ll be immersed in the natural wonders &
tranquility that Northern Ontario’s deep wilderness has to
offer. This is one of the best ways to escape the daily grind
at home and to get away from it all for a spell. Ontario is a
land filled with bountiful wilderness and pristine lakes that
are fed by the life blood of Northern Ontario’s vast Arctic
Watershed. All flights to our fishing outposts depart from our
air base on Carey Lake in Hearst Ontario. Your destination is
limited only by your imagination.

Outpost Camps
Hearst Air Service offers a variety of Outpost Camps depending
on budget, and the experience you are looking for.
See our outpost camps

Photo Gallery
See our photo gallery for images of our cabins, and to see
what we're all about before you plan your trip!
View our gallery

Have a Question?
Our family run business prides itself on service. Feel free to
call us or email us if there is any information you can't find
on our site. We would love to speak to you!
Contact Us

Plan Your Trip To Ontario's
True North...

We Guarantee An Experience You'll Never
Forget!
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Fly-in Moose Hunts are officially
started – First bull flown out
yesterday.
Great weather! Great fishing!
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